Abstract
Introduction
The importance of architecture in the engineering of computer based systems is widely recognised [19, 22, 34, 38] . Given a strong architectural model [30] , the architectures of systems can be visualised [9] , reasoned about [4, 8, 27, 32] , and evolved [36] . These activities are part of any process of architecture-based design, which we call A-Design. This paper particularly investigates the area of (formal) design traditionally called refinement. 1 It is important to consider architecture-based design in a practical engineering context and in particular to address the practical concerns of the engineering effort involved in developing (short term change) and evolving [36] (long term change) a given Computer Based System (CBS). One must always be sure that in designing a system the nonfunctional requirements of the system are satisfied [5, 11] . Additionally, no system is ever built from nothing; in practice the designers will have suggestions for the system at every level of abstraction [3, 29, 41] .
The latest IEEE Requirements standard recommends that requirements are hierarchical [21] and always have some associated implementation restrictions. As a result there will be a need to place these restrictions at whichever level of abstraction is most appropriate [5, 11, 31] . In addition to this need to be able to interact at which ever level of abstraction is most appropriate, the practicing designer will often as a first step need to discover the architecture of an as-built system. That is, they will need to develop a concrete architecture of a system and abstract away details until the underlying architecture of the system is exposed [14, 24] . This paper presents a practical approach to architecturebased design of CBSs. The approach is discussed in relation to other existing methods of performing discovery, abstraction, refinement and evolution of systems' architectures. It will also be shown that this approach (whilst generally being more practically based than other more formal methods) can be supported by these formal methods of refinement in particular. The approach also helps to maintain a strict focus of reasoning about the architecture and its qualities.
General architectural definitions are presented in section 2. Section 3 presents a discussion of related work on refinement in general and section 4 builds upon this work with our concept of architecture-based design. Finally a practical approach to architecture-based design is presented in section 5. The paper finishes with a discussion of future work and a conclusion (section 6).
Architecture
This section presents some general architectural definitions to establish the vocabulary of the paper. From the IEEE [22] and extended by the ECBS Architecture Working Group [37] and UTS EOS AWG [26] the following definitions are provided;
System: A set of interrelated entities which display a specified behaviour while interacting with the system's particular environment.
Architecture: Any well defined form of a system's essential, unifying structure defined in terms of components, connections and constraints along with the system's interaction with its environment.
Architectural description (A-Description): A product which documents an architecture and consists of zero or more architectural models, including rationale for and relationships between the models and views chosen.
Architectural models (A-Models): Any formal description of a system which describes the system's architecture. Typically A-Models are formulated using a specific A-Style while embodying (or portraying) one or more A-Views (refer to [26] ).
Architectural Model Elements (A-Elements): The constituents of a system's architectural model which represent the components (Cp), connections (Cn) and constraints (types, implementations, properties, etc) of the proposed system architecture.
Please note: For reasons of brevity and concentration, the concepts of Architectural Styles (A-Style), Architectural Patterns (A-Patterns), Architectural Principles (A-Principles) and Stakeholders concerns are extensively discussed in other places, including our working group [26] but omitted here.
In Figure 1 , UML notation [40] is used as an extended entity relationship diagram, to compare and contrast the meanings of the definitions. 
Related Work
This section discusses the history of refinement methods in general from it's origins in early program proving work to the emergence of architectural refinement methods in the 1990's. Additionally, existing architectural refinement approaches are discussed, and, finally the strong relationship between requirements and refinement is argued with a recognition of the importance of hierarchical requirements to a refinement approach.
History of Refinement Methods
Existing refinement methods have their origins in the program proving work of Dijkstra [10] and Hoare [17] . The initial work on stepwise refinement by Dijkstra [10] appears to be the first to use logic in the construction of a program from a design, as specified by pre/post conditions. Refinement of programs from models gained a boost with the work on the Vienna Development Method (VDM) [23] and Z [15] and B [2]. These methods specify systems, and refine them to programs using predicate calculus and proof obligations. Z has been used on large practical systems to reverse specify and then, by proof techniques, understand and re-specify industrial systems, including the IBM CICS system [42] . They have also been used to model and prove the correctness of systems. Another approach, exemplified by the LARCH project, [25] makes use of axioms and rewriting logic to model a system and prove the correctness of an implementation.
All these methods have one major weakness in that there is no concept of design attributes being satisfied. For example, the design requirement that the system be maintainable could require the application of the principles of coupling and cohesion. One exception is Object-Z [7] which implicitly applies the principles of coupling and cohesion since it forces an information hiding paradigm on the modeller.
What is Architectural Refinement
Architectural refinement methods have been developed since the early 1990's. Broadly speaking, these methods can be classified into predicate logic reasoning and refinement methods [4] , and methods focussing on rewriting logic or mapping architectural patterns and styles. [5, 31] .
In [6] , B chi discusses refinement from a formal specifications perspective. He refers to refinement such that "the implementation actually complies with its specification, or, more precisely, is a refinement thereof". This perspective is similar to the classical refinement approach which uses the notion of "behavioural substitutability". That is, the concrete representation should not show any behaviour not observable in the abstract representation [13] . This is the approach used in CSP [18] . Moriconi et al [31] argue that behavioural substitutability may not be sufficient and introduce "conservation extension". That is, if a feature is not explicitly included in the abstract then it is implicitly claimed not to exist [13] . According to the above authors, refinement is thus the process of ensuring that these conditions of "behavioural substitutability" and "conservation extension" are met.
Garlan [13] introduces his own perspective on refinement by claiming "that there is no single definition of refinement. Rather, refinement rules must be specific about what kinds of properties they are preserving in the refined design". This sort of definition is moving towards the notion that refinement can be thought of in terms of ensuring the non-functional properties of a system such as evolvability and performance.
Refinement and Requirements
Egyed et al [11] imply a strong relationship between requirements (both functional and non-functional) and refinement. They mention the "need of having requirements engineering and architectural modeling being intertwined and mutually-dependent development activities in order to ensure their complete and consistent treatment (i.e., refinement)." This perspective is also supported by Bolusset et al [5] who state that refinement is used to ensure that the system's concrete implementation still meets its requirements.
We propose to extend Egyed et al and Bolusset et al's concepts of architectural refinement by including the concept of hierarchical requirements, supported by the latest IEEE standard on System Requirements Specifications [21] . It argues that requirements are assembled "into a hierarchy of capabilities where more general capabilities are decomposed into subordinate requirements". The implication of this to architecture-based design is that at each level of abstraction a certain subset of the overall system requirements will be addressed. This is further discussed in the following section.
Architecture-based Design
This section defines the architecture-based design of Computer Based Systems (CBSs). Additionally two types of architecture-based design (horizontal and vertical) are identified and discussed with regard to the differing reasons for using each one. The section concludes with a diagrammatic summary of the terms and relationships introduced in this section. This diagram provides the basis for the proposed practical design approach (section 5).
Definition
The more recent interpretations of refinement [5, 11] and the concept of hierarchical requirements [21] influences the definition of architecture-based design used within this paper. Within the context of the architecturebased design approach discussed herein and the general architectural definitions of the UTS EOS AWG [26] (summarised in section 2) architecture-based design (ADesign) can be defined as;
A-Design: the addition (or removal) of A-Elements to the A-Model to ensure a larger subset of the overall requirements are met.
As is evident in Figure 2 , A-Design can be seen in terms of developing another A-Model that satisfies more of the overall systems requirements. The initial A-Model satisfies a certain set of the system's requirements, R 1 . After the refinement step, the final A-Model satisfies the set of requirements, R 2 . Given that R 1 is a proper subset of R 2 , the final A-Model also satisfies all of the requirements originally satisfied by the initial A-Model.
In practice, R 1 may not be a proper subset of R 2 after the first attempts at refining. The actual refinement method must detect this and ensure that the condition is met before the refinement step is considered complete. This is discussed further in section 5. 
Types of A-Design
Following the general definition of A-Design given in section 4.1, more specific definitions can be given for two types of A-Design, horizontal and vertical, that are often discussed, though not entirely agreed upon, in literature.
Bolusset et al [5] refer to horizontal refinement as inducing a specification modification where there is no change of abstraction level. We build on this, and within our approach and architectural definitions of the UTS EOS AWG [26] (summarised in section 2), define;
Horizontal A-Design: the addition (or removal) of A-Elements at the same level of abstraction to satisfy an additional subset of the overall requirements -both functional and non-functional.
In [5] the process of vertical refinement is referred to as moving "closer to the implementation by going from a first architecture description language, to a second one", that is, moving from one level of abstraction to a second one. "Details are added to remove a part of indeterminism or to facilitate implementation". This interpretation of vertical refinement as involving a transition of levels of abstraction is generally well understood.
Whilst discussing the vertical case with respect to their refinement method, Moriconi et al [31] comment that "we are guaranteed that the most concrete architecture in the hierarchy meets the requirements of the most abstract architecture in the hierarchy." Thus vertical refinement involves a transition of levels of abstraction.
We build on these concepts and within our approach and architectural definitions of the UTS EOS AWG [26] (summarised in section 2) define:
Vertical A-Design: the addition (or removal) of AElements at a more concrete or less concrete level of abstraction to satisfy an additional subset of the overall requirements -both functional and nonfunctional.
Of particular note is the "more concrete or less concrete" portion of the definition which reflects the concept of abstracting (from concrete to abstract) being the reverse process of refining (from abstract to concrete).
Levels of Abstraction
A fundamental aspect of our architecture-based design (A-Design) approach is the concept of levels of abstraction for A-Models that originates from the work of Ward and Mellor. In [41] [41] We extend these concepts to the domain of systems architecture by introducing the essential architecture and the implementation architecture. In addition to these two architectures we also introduce the concept of many intermediate architectures. In all cases, these architectures are actually represented using the UTS EOS AWG [26] terms summarised in section 2. Each of the essential, intermediate and implementation architectures represent differing levels of abstraction in modelling the system.
Essential Architecture
The essential architecture is the most abstract representation that a particular project will use of the architecture. It utilises abstraction to help highlight key system properties, architectural components and component interaction. The essential A-Model(s) are the primary model(s) about which one can reason about to ensure that the system is capable of meeting its requirements. Further essential modelling concepts may be drawn from systems engineering and systems theory literature to help establish the essential A-Model [3, 29, 41] . Our approach is used to formalise the concepts associated with the essential A-Model and then provides a basis on which to reason about the feasibility of the proposed architecture.
The most important aspect of an essential architecture is that, by definition, it contains no implementation details. As Ward and Mellor state, the system as described by an essential architecture could equally be implemented by humans manually executing the required processes as it could by a computer system [41] . The essential architecture should give no indication of what technology should be used in the final implementation.
Intermediate Architecture
Depending on the complexity of the system being modelled, there may be multiple intermediate architectures. The intermediate architectures describe the system in successively more detail than the (essential) requirements driven essential architecture. The intermediate A-Models are a primary tool in refining the system down to a subsequent implementation architecture that is capable of meeting the system's functionality, performance and quality (including evolvability) requirements. Our approach is used to develop the intermediate A-Models and provides a basis on which to continue to reason about the feasibility of the proposed architecture, and its relation to the essential architecture. In relation to the essential architecture, we are especially interested in the intermediate architecture being a correct refinement, which shows promise in meeting the nonfunctional requirements.
One important point to raise here is that by having intermediate architectures one can approach the A-Design of a system at whatever level of abstraction the designers are comfortable with, or have data with which to populate the A-Model [3, 29, 41] . The merits of this flexibility concept in our A-Design approach will be further discussed in section 5.
Implementation Architecture
A system's essential and intermediate A-Models are important abstractions, however they do not consider the system solution sufficiently with respect to implementation issues -it is the final implementation architecture that delivers the final, specified functionality and capability [39, 43] . Our approach is used to ensure that the architectural solution chosen is appropriate and feasible given the skills and technology available.
The final implementation architecture is not the end of the detailed design process, it is in fact, the beginning. The implementation architecture components, connections and constraints are now ready to be implemented as (e.g.) collections of classes.
A representation of A-Design
Given the definitions for architecture-based design (ADesign) and the essential, intermediate(s) and implementation A-Models as discussed above, an approach for A-Design can now be presented that facilitates the mapping between each of the A-Models. Figure 3 illustrates the important concepts in our approach for performing A-Design. It can be seen that ADesign can occur in two "dimensions": horizontal and vertical, and that each of these dimensions is bi-directional. Each level of abstraction (essential, intermediate(s) or implementation) satisfies a certain subset of the system's requirements. The requirements shall either be fulfilled directly at that level of abstraction, or indirectly via the fact that the architecture at the current level of abstraction is a faithful interpretation of those architectures at a higher level of abstraction. Thus, at the implementation architecture, all requirements shall be fulfilled [31] .
It is important to note that while each vertical refinement of the A-models in Figure 3 is shown as a graphically similar A-model this is not necessarily the case. As represented graphically and described in [12] , for successive A-models "a given element from one space can map to zero, one, or more elements in the lower level space".
A Practical A-Design Approach
This section presents a practical approach to architecture-based design (A-Design). Firstly, the requirements for A-Design (the necessary capabilities of a A-Design method) are presented. The details of a practical A-Design method follow. The section finishes by discussing how this practical A-Design method satisfies the requirements of A-Design. 
Requirements of A-Design
Following from the previous discussion, and definitions, we propose that the following requirements need to be met in order to produce a practical A-Design process that will aid the designer in both the development and the evolution of Computer Based Systems. The A-Design approach must: 1) Be scalable and practical for large, heterogeneous systems. 2) Provide the ability to begin design with an A-Model at any level of abstraction. 3) Provide the ability to design in any dimension and direction (see section 4). 4) Support "long term design", that is, evolution 5) Ensure that both functional and non-functional requirements are met.
6) Be rigorous, yet flexible, with no specified ordering of horizontal or vertical A-Design steps.
Approach
This section describes in steps a process for practical ADesign. The input to the A-Design process is an A-Model, and the output is simply another A-Model that has been refined or abstracted depending on the dimension in which refinement is occurring.
There are two "pre-steps", or essentially tasks that are assumed to have been done prior to use of the practical ADesign approach, as follows:
Pre-Step A (A-Model Population / A-Discovery):
This pre-step involves gathering the appropriate "information" from the most appropriate available sources. Examples include requirements documents, especially constraints and specified equipment, source code, design documents and interviews with system architects / designers. Once this information is parsed (either manually or automatically) a collection of elements (but not necessarily A-Elements) will exist. A-Discovery is concerned with reasoning about the gathered elements and deciding which of those are legitimate A-Elements and which are not. Thus, after gathering the elements they must be filtered so as to keep only the A-Elements. Once this is done we have the initial architecture model, designated AModel i . A-Model i may represent the system at any level of abstraction (from Essential to Implementation ).
Pre-Step B (Requirements):
A requirements analysis has to have been completed before the A-Design can commence. The requirements need not be completely defined from the outset, however when the ADesign takes place it will simply work off whichever requirements are defined at that stage. As such the approach could be used in many different system development life cycles, from traditional waterfall to evolutionary, all of which have a different notion as to what stage and level of completion the requirements analysis shall be completed before embarking on the subsequent life cycle stages.
Once these pre-steps have been completed, the main steps of the architecture-based design approach can commence. The input to the approach is a certain A-Model, A-Model i . The output from an iteration of the approach is the next A-Model, A-Model i+1 . The composition of the new A-Model depends on which direction and dimension ADesign is taking place. For example if one is abstracting (vertical A-Design moving upwards) the A-Model might typically contain fewer A-Elements and be generally simpler, whereas if one is refining (vertical A-Design moving downwards) the A-Model might typically contain more A-Elements and be generally more complex.
The main steps of the approach are shown diagrammatically in Figure 4 and are as follows:
Step 1 (Initial Evaluate and Prove): This step is important as it sets the baseline "status" for AModel i . This step gives the approach the ability to know where one is coming from, in order to guide where one is going to. For example, assume at a high level of abstraction, an architecture exhibited a strong peer-to-peer architectural shape, however an implementation requirement is the specification of a particular client-server (shaped) database. The evaluation of the architecture when the client-server implementation detail is added would be flagged as a "mismatch".
Essentially, the aim is to prove whether the functional requirements (R F ) are met, and to evaluate whether the nonfunctional requirements (R NF ) are met (for more details see step 4). Regardless of whether the requirements are met or not, this evaluation, or performance index (PI), is fed to the A-Principles "knowledge base". This knowledge base is used for the generation of new A-Models, that is, it is used to gauge how successful previous modifications to the AModels have been, and to then guide the proposal of new A-Models.
Step 2 (Propose New A-Model): This step involves generating a proposed alternative to the current A-Model i , designated A-Model i+1 . The generation of the next A-Model i+1 is guided by the A-Principles knowledge base (as discussed above). Given A-Model i , the PI guides the designer in making the appropriate aggregations, substitutions and decompositions depending on the dimension and direction being refined (see section 4).
Step 3 (Evaluate and Prove): This step is a repetition of the activities of step 1 and involves checking A-Model i+1 against the requirements, both functional and non-functional. It must be proven that the functional requirements are met. It is at this point in the approach that existing methods of architectural refinement could be used. The specific method used would vary depending on how the functional requirements had been expressed [5, 31] . Typical non-functional requirements evaluated in this step are performance, evolvability and openness.
Once these proofs and evaluations are complete, we can see whether A-Model i+1 satisfies the requirements. The results of the evaluation are fed back into the A-Principles PI so as to enhance the "knowledge" contained. Should the evaluation prove that the requirements have been met, the fact that the changes from A-Model i to A-Model i+1 resulted in a successful refinement are incorporated into the knowledge base. The same is true for the reverse case -the changes did not result in the requirements being met, and this is also fed back into the knowledge base. If the answer is "No" then the process is repeated from step 2 again until we are successful in meeting the requirements and we have the refined A-Model, designated A-Model i+1 .
It is evident, via step 1 of the approach, that we have the ability to enter the A-Design process at whichever level of abstraction is most appropriate. Obtaining the initial AModel i from source code will result in a refinement process that begins at a much more concrete level of abstraction than one that begins with a high level architectural description. Within this approach, A-Design can proceed in any dimension and any direction (horizontal moving left and right, and vertical moving up and down respectively). This is partly due to the evaluation method described in step 1 and 3 which allows any new model, A-Model i+1 to be evaluated against the functional and in particular the nonfunctional requirements of the system. The benefit of this to the designer is that it gives them the ability whilst typically developing a new system, to design vertically and down in order to approach a more concrete model. In addition, for an as-built system which is required to evolve in a certain way, it gives the designer the ability to enter the A-Design process with a typically more concrete model, and to abstract vertically and upwards until the model is sufficiently abstract to reason about and make the required changes. Once this reasoning is complete and satisfactory, the A-Design process can proceed in the reverse direction (that is, vertically and down) until a suitably concrete model is again obtained. This "round trip" of abstracting up, reasoning, making alterations and then refining down is an approach that is very well suited to the long term evolution of a system. Consequently, the approach is very flexible in allowing the designer the freedom to enter at any level of abstraction, and to move in any dimension and direction as required by the designing task at hand. However, at the same time, the approach is rigorous in that at each ADesign step the new model is evaluated against the overall requirements of the system to ensure that no unsuitable or unwanted changes have been made.
Non-functional requirements and their evaluation are fundamental to this approach and it is in this area that the practical A-Design approach described here differs the most from existing refinement methods [5, 18, 31] .
The approach is tied heavily to the satisfaction of requirements, functional and importantly non-functional. Consequently, it gives the designer confidence that they are not only producing an architecture that is a valid refinement or abstraction of their starting point, but additionally that it is a "good" architectural solution.
Future Work and Conclusion
There are three aspects to the future work. Firstly, to incorporate related work such as co-design [35] , and other methods such as MASCOT. Secondly, to include into the approach the idea of evolution as a third dimension of ADesign. We also need to develop a formal method for evolution. Finally, we need to incorporate the whole approach into the ABACUS tool suite [1].
In conclusion, we have developed a practical approach to the architecture-based design (referred to as A-design) which aims to simultaneously satisfy the functional and non-functional properties of a system. This approach is based upon the various architectural refinement calculi.
